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A streamlined proof of Goodwillie’s
n–excisive approximation

CHARLES REZK

We give a shorter proof of Goodwillie’s [1, Lemma 1.9], which is the key step in
proving that the construction PnF gives an n–excisive functor.
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1 Introduction

For a homotopy functor F from spaces to spaces, Goodwillie has defined the notion
of an “n–excisive approximation,” which is a homotopy functor PnF together with
a natural transformation pnF W F ! PnF . In [1, Theorem 1.8] it is shown that the
functor PnF is in fact an n–excisive functor, and therefore that pnF is the universal
example of a map from F to an n–excisive functor.

Earlier work of Goodwillie had shown that PnF is n–excisive under additional hy-
potheses involving connectivity. The notable feature of the proof given in [1] is that no
hypotheses involving connectivity are needed. In fact, the argument is entirely general,
and will work in any homotopy theory in which directed homotopy colimits commute
with finite homotopy limits.

Goodwillie’s proof relies the following “lemma” [1, Lemma 1.9]. (The notions of
“cartesian” and “strongly cocartesian cube” are defined in [1, Section 1]. The definitions
of TnF and tnF are given below.)

1.1 Lemma Let X be any strongly cocartesian n–cube in U , and let F be any
homotopy functor. The map of cubes .tnF /.X /W F.X /! .TnF /.X / factors through
some cartesian cube.

Goodwillie’s proof of this lemma is, as he notes, “a little opaque”. In fact, though the
proof gives an explicit factorization of .tnF /.X / through a cartesian cube, the cube in
question is difficult to describe, and does not seem to play any natural role.
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The purpose of this note is to give a much simplified proof of Goodwillie’s lemma
(though in the same spirit as Goodwillie’s), and thus a simplified proof of the construc-
tion of the n–excisive approximation. We will assume that the reader is familiar with
[1], and we assume the context and notation of Section 1 of that paper.
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2 Proof of the lemma

Let P.n/ denote the poset of subsets of f1; : : : ; ng, and let P0.n/�P.n/ be the poset
of nonempty subsets.

If F W C!D is a homotopy functor, Goodwillie defines a functor TnF W C!D and
natural map tnF W F ! Tn�1F by

F.X /
tnF
��! holim

U2P0.nC1/
F.X �U /:

Proof of Lemma 1.1 We write n instead of nC 1. Given any cube X and a set
U 2 P.n/, define a cube XU by

XU .T /D hocolim
�
X .T / �

a
s2U

X .T / �!
a
s2U

X .T [fsg/
�
:

We have X¿.T /�X .T /, and there is an evident map ˛W XU .T /!X .T /�U , which
is natural in both T and U .

The map .tn�1F /.X / factors as follows:

F.X .T // �! holim
U2P0.n/

F.XU .T // �! holim
U2P0.n/

F.X .T /�U /� .Tn�1F /.X .T //:

Now suppose that X is strongly cocartesian. Then there are natural weak equivalences
XU .T /�X .T [U /. The maps X .T [U /!X .T [fsg[U / are isomorphisms for
s 2 U , and thus if U is nonempty the cube T 7! F.XU .T // is cartesian. Therefore
holim

U2P0.n/
F.XU .T // is a homotopy limit of cartesian cubes, and thus is cartesian.

Note that this shows that if T is nonempty, then U 7! F.XU .T // is cartesian, so that
F.X .T //! holimU2P0.n/ F.XU .T // is a weak equivalence for T ¤¿. For T D¿,
we see that holimU2P0.n/ F.XU .¿//� holimU2P0.n/ F.X .U //.
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